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Final Exam (CBT) Semester 2 

ENGL 115 (Medical) 
 

 The final exam is a Computer Based Test (CBT). 

 There are 70 questions. 

 The exam duration is 90 minutes. 

 All the questions are multiple-choice questions (MCQs) with four options. 

 The breakdown of the questions is as follows: 

 

Final Exam (30%) 

Item Marks 
Grammar (10 Qs) & Vocabulary (20 Qs) 20 

Reading (2 passages) (20 Qs) 20 

Listening (1 dialogue + 1 monologue )   
(20 Qs) 

20 

 

Sources: 
Q Skills 4 R/W 
Q Skills 4 L/S 

Q Skills 5 R/W 

Q Skills 5 L/S 

English For Medicine (EFM) 

 

Final Exam Syllabus: 

 The final exam will be based on: Q Skills 4 & 5 (Units 1-3) & EFM 

(Units 8-12). 

 The exam will have four parts: Grammar, Vocabulary, Reading and 

Listening. 

 In addition to Q Skills 4 & 5 (Units 1-3) & EFM (Units 8-12), you also 

need to cover the grammar and vocabulary list mentioned in this 

document. 

 

 

 ستماعيحتوي الامتحان على أربعة أقسام: القواعد, المفردات, القراءة و الا. 

 سيجب على الطالب أن يدرالمذكورة أعلاه  الوحداتالكتب و بالإضافة إلى 

 واعد و المفردات المذكورة في هذا الملف.الق
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Reading:  

 20 Multiple Choice Questions (2 reading passages with 10 MCQs each) 
 The final exam will be based on the reading skills covered in Q Skills 4 & 5 

(Units 1-3). 

 

Listening:  

 20 Multiple Choice Questions (2 listening scripts with 10 MCQs each) 
 The final exam will be based on the listening skills covered in Q Skills 4 & 5 

(Units 1-3). 

 

Grammar:  

 10 Multiple Choice Questions. 
 The grammar questions will be based on all the grammar points from Q Skills 

4 & 5 (Units 1-3). 

 In addition to the grammar points in Q Skills 4 & 5 (Units 1-3), the following 

points also need to be covered for the final exam: 

 

Restrictive relative clauses: subject and object restrictive clauses 

Collocations with nouns (adjective + noun; verb + noun/noun phrase; preposition + noun/noun 
phrase) 

Definite and indefinite articles 

Prefixes and suffixes (anti-, co-, extra-, in-, inter-, mid-, mis-, re-, -ence/-ance, -tion, -ent/-ant, -
ful, -ate, -ize 

Past perfect and past perfect continuous 

Using the dictionary to distinguish between homonyms 

Subordinators and transitions to compare and contrast 

Cause and effect collocations 

Agents with the passive voice 

Gerunds and infinitives  

Subjunctive for suggestions 

Phrasal verbs: transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs 

Word forms: noun, verb, adjective, adverb 
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Present perfect and present perfect continuous 

Prefixes: dis-, under-, re- and un-  

Suffixes: -al, -ic, -at, -ion, -ist, -less, -al, -ly and -ness 

Auxiliary verbs (do, be, have) 

Quantifiers with count/noncount nouns 

Compound sentences 

Comparative forms of adjectives and adverbs 

 

 

Vocabulary:  

 20 Multiple Choice Questions. 
 The vocabulary questions will be based on EFM (Units 8-12). 

 In addition to the vocabulary in EFM (Units 8-12), the following vocabulary 

list also needs to be covered for the final exam. 

 

VOCABULARY PART OF SPEECH 

active ingredients noun 

blinding adjective 

control group noun 

double-blind noun 

evidence noun 

intervention noun 

meta-analysis noun 

placebo effect noun 

randomized control trial noun 

randomly assigned  verb 

significance noun 

systematic reviews noun 

treatment group noun 

trial design noun 

validate verb 

finally adverb 

as a result phrase 

because conjunction 

firstly adverb 

for example phrase 

moreover adverb 

one result is that phrase 

secondly adverb 

so adverb 

conflicting adjective 
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consent noun 

dignity noun 

dilemma noun 

ethical adjective 

explicit adjective 

implicit adjective 

justice noun 

justify verb 

negligence noun 

principle noun 

respect noun 

responsibility noun 

underlying verb 

uniformly adverb 

biomedical research noun 

informed consent noun 

research subject noun 

legal regulation noun 

moral rights noun 

the degree of risk noun 

research protocols noun 

research governance noun 

clinical justification noun 

data protection noun 

health benefits noun 

multi-centre study noun 

preclinical testing noun 

proposed trial noun 

public interest noun 

societal benefits noun 

chromosome noun 

correlate verb 

customize verb 

dysfunction noun 

encode verb 

gene noun 

genomics noun 

heredity noun 

molecular adverb 

mutation noun 

nanotechnology noun 

pandemic noun 

pathogen noun 

patent noun 

pharmacogenomics noun 

sequencing noun 

stigma noun 

variation noun 
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base pair noun 

clinical trials noun 

human genome noun 

key findings noun 

societal issues noun 

stem cell noun 

ultimate goal noun 

accept verb 

argue verb 

cite verb 

concede verb 

contend verb 

disagree verb 

emphasize verb 

indicate verb 

note verb 

point out verb 

show verb 

suggest verb 

agree verb 

assert verb 

claim verb 

consider verb 

describe verb 

dispute verb 

illustrate verb 

insist verb 

observe verb 

report verb 

state verb 

conduct verb 

data noun 

discussion noun 

findings noun 

implication noun 

interview noun 

interviewee noun 

interviewer noun 

limitation noun 

method noun 

questionnaire noun 

random adjective 

recommendation noun 

research question noun 

respondent noun 

results noun 

sample noun 

survey noun 
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undertake verb 

explain verb 

preventatives noun 

hazards noun 

tremendous adjective 

plunged verb 

phenomenon noun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


